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Abstract: In standard cell placement, a circuit is given consisting of cells with a standard height,

(different widths) and the problem is to place the cells in the standard rows of a chip area so that no

overlaps occur and some target function is optimized. The process is usually split into at least two

phases. In a first pass, a global placement algorithm distributes the cells across the circuit area, while

in the second step, a legalization algorithm aligns the cells to the standard rows of the power grid and

alleviates any overlaps. While a few legalization schemes have been proposed in the past for the basic

problem formulation, few obstacle-aware extensions exist. Furthermore, they usually provide extreme

trade-offs between time performance and optimization efficiency. In this paper, we focus on the

legalization step, in the presence of pre-allocated modules acting as obstacles. We extend two known

algorithmic approaches, namely Tetris and Abacus, so that they become obstacle-aware. Furthermore,

we propose a parallelization scheme to tackle the computational complexity. The experiments

illustrate that the proposed parallelization method achieves a good scalability, while it also efficiently

prunes the search space resulting in a superlinear speedup. Furthermore, this time performance comes

at only a small cost (sometimes even improvement) concerning the typical optimization metrics.

Keywords: standard cell placement; cell legalization; obstacles; Abacus; Tetris; parallelization.

1. Introduction

In the cell placement problem, an input circuit must be placed over a chip area so that the circuit’s

cells do not overlap, and one or more target functions are optimized. Typical optimization targets

considered include the following: total wirelength, routability, cell congestion, and so on. A common

problem statement involves cells of a standard height (different width) that must be placed on a

chip area that is split into standard height rows (capturing power grid lines). The problem is usually

tackled in a step-wise fashion. At a first iteration, a global placement algorithm spreads the cells over

the chip area, so that the area coverage and targeted optimization goals are achieved. The resulting

cell positions might be unaligned to the chip standard rows. Thus, in a second step, a legalization

algorithm is responsible for achieving cell–row alignment and alleviating all cell overlaps. Assuming an

efficient global placement, the legalization step must be performed with as few changes to the original

assignment as possible. Thus, the aggregated cell distance between the global and final placement

(cell displacement) is usually considered as the performance metric for legalization algorithms.
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While extnsive literature exists on legalization schemes for standard cell placement (discussed in

Section 2), the case where obstacles exist in the chip area has received less attention. Such obstacles

might be the result of preplaced modules in the chip area at fixed positions, and may introduce

additional constraints whereby cells cannot overlap with the obstacle areas. In this paper, we turn our

attention to the legalization step in standard cell placement with obstacles. In particular, we propose

and evaluate extensions for two well-known legalization algorithms, namely Tetris [1] and Abacus [2],

which were originally designed to work for the case where no obstacles exist. The aforementioned

algorithms account for different trade-offs between running time and optimization efficiency, with

Abacus producing a better solution quality, but at a significantly higher computational overhead.

The targeted extensions aim at making the algorithms obstacle-aware. Furthermore, in order to tackle

the high running time of Abacus, we propose and evaluate a parallelization approach based on

multi-threaded execution, whereby each thread handles a non-overlapping chip area partition. It turns

out that the proposed parallelization method not only manages to reduce the running time of Abacus

(Tetris too), but also does so without affecting the quality of the final placement (even improves it

in some scenarios, particularly in the Tetris case). The initial results for the Tetris algorithm were

presented in the literature [3]. Here, we extend and consolidate our previous work so as to account

for the obstacle awareness and parallelization of the Abacus algorithm, which consists our primary

contribution. Through experiments based on ibm circuits, the merits of our contributions are illustrated.

Specifically, compared to the baseline Abacus algorithm, the parallel obstacle aware algorithm we

propose (poAbacus) achieves a similar quality, but at a speedup that can reach 66 x with 12 cores.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the research on

the cell placement problem, as well as the legalization methods. Section 3 describes the proposed

algorithms for obstacle aware legalization, while Section 4 presents the experimental results. Finally,

Section 5 discusses the findings from the experiments and concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Placement, routing, and the posterior layout generation of an integrated circuit, whether the

design at hand is purely analog, strictly digital, or mixed, has been at the forefront of physical design

research. This effort focuses on digital standard cell designs and their placement modelled in a 2D

plain. It should be noted that complex gates have been proposed as a valuable alternative in terms of

area and delay [4]. From a transistor-layer point of view, multiple design frameworks were proposed

in order to achieve area efficient layouts of radiation hardened devices [5], or highly dense integrated

circuits (ICs) [6].

Concerning standard cell placement legalization, the Tetris algorithm [1] first orders cells along

their x-axis. Then, starting with the cell of the minimum x-axis coordinate, it places each cell to the

first closest, leftmost available position. To do this, all of the possible candidate row positions are

checked and the final decision is taken in a greedy manner. Tetris is a particularly fast method, albeit

the final placement quality that is achieved is not on par with its counterparts. Efforts to improve the

basic scheme include, for instance [7], where various heuristics were evaluated aiming at restricting

the allowable displacement across x, y, or both axes. The authors also evaluated various heuristic

combinations involving leftward and rightward cell movement. Extensions of the basic Tetris scheme

to account for obstacles are presented in the literature [3]. The core idea is to split a standard row

into sub-rows, defined by obstacle boundaries. The algorithm then scans all of the sub-row candidate

positions in order to identify the final cell placement. In the literature [8], another obstacle-aware

alteration was introduced for Tetris, whereby the cell selection order depended on the cell width

instead of the x-axis position.

The Abacus legalizer proposed in the literature [2] works in a different manner compared with

Tetris. Abacus places each cell into its optimal row position, starting from the cell of the minimum

x-axis coordinate. If during the process a cell overlap occurs, a cluster of cells is formed and the

whole cluster’s best position is calculated through quadratic optimization. Both Tetris and Abacus
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were adopted by cell placement suites. Kraftwerk2 [9] uses a Tetris-like procedure for its legalization

phase, while NTUplace3 [10] utilizes a similar scheme both as a look-ahead legalization approach

during the global placement step, and as a final legalizer. Abacus is used in the density-aware detailed

placement flow in the literature [11] in order to legalize the placement instances produced after each

cell swap is performed by the detailed placer. In the literature [12], a parallel version of the Abacus

algorithm is implemented and evaluated. Parallelization was achieved by spawning multiple threads

in order to evaluate candidate row positions. The achieved speedup with four cores was shown to

be roughly 2.5. Here, we follow an alternative approach, inspired by the authors of [13], for the case

where no obstacles exist. The approach was based on vertically dividing the chip area into partitions

to be treated by different threads. In this paper, we evaluate a variety of partitioning options. At the

same time, we factor the presence of obstacles in the partitioning formation process.

The authors of [14] pinpoint the deficiencies of Abacus, and present modifications and extensions

of its functionality in order to handle mixed-height standard cell designs. In the literature [15],

the authors tackle placement induced problems, such as pin shorts and pin access, by adopting a

look-ahead legalization procedure that ensures the existence of sufficient white space among cells.

Abax [16] is another legalizer contrived from Abacus. While it retains the main functionality of Abacus,

Abax adds hard-macro/blockage handling capabilities and look-ahead legalization during the global

placement step, tailored to suit the minimization of the mean displacement function.

Legalization in FastPlace 3.0 [17] has two distinct steps, one concerning macro-blocks and another

concerning standard cells. In the first step, the overlaps among the macro-blocks are resolved by

repositioning them to their nearest legal position. In the second step, the remaining standard cells

are assigned to a legal position in specific bins, based on the wirelength reduction caused by their

relocation and on the density target of the bin. A Tetris-like legalization scheme was used by ePlace [18]

and its subsequent extensions for mixed-size designs (e.g., [19,20]).

Dragon2005 [21] performs min-cut multi-way partitioning using hMetis [22] to spread the cells

in the chip area. In the case of a macro-free design, the cells are placed one after the other inside a

row, starting from the left edge, and proceeding to the right. When the design contains macro-blocks,

placement is governed by a mutated cost function that takes into account the legality of each movement

and the solution quality deterioration. SimPL [23] performs the approximate legalization during its

global placement phase. A uniform grid is used in order to identify the locations that present the

highest amount of overlaps. Subsequently, the cells associated with the overlaps are re-positioned

while preserving the relative order.

The legalizer presented in the literature [24] is an integral part of BonnPlace [25]. As a first step,

cell assignment to a set of predefined bins is performed, which might lead to overflows concerning cell

number/density. In order to eradicate this effect and achieve balance, a cell flow is computed between

bins. The main characteristic of the aforementioned procedure is that the flow augmentations that

prevail and are subsequently realized, are only those that lead to feasible solutions.

In the literature [26], the legalization procedure is comprised of three stages. In the first stage,

cells are aligned within sites, following a width descending order. Subsequently, an optimal position

for each illegally placed cell (in a pin amount descending order) is identified within a specific search

window. Finally, the cells are ordered based on their center coordinate, and the white space of each

row is distributed accordingly in order to remove the remaining overlaps. The detailed placer in the

literature [27] incorporates a collection of steps established in previous legalizers. More specifically,

a cyclic flow is presented comprised of cell swapping, cell re-ordering, and cell bloating and refinement.

The approach in the literature [28] targets designs containing multi-row height cells subject to additional

hard constraints in the form of fences. The cells are legalized sequentially by checking for an optimal

position on a predefined window around their global placement generated positions. Detailed

placement is also performed by two separate network-flow-based optimizations concerning total

displacement and cell ordering. Eh?Legalizer [29] approaches the legalization procedure as a network

flow problem as well, but also abides by the layout-related technology constraints such as fence regions
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and cell edge spacing rules. This method leads to minimized maximum and average cell perturbation

in the competitive runtime. The first is achieved by incorporating an additional maximum movement

constraint during the search for feasible paths and the cell movement along them, while the second

goal is achieved by pinpointing the candidate paths where moving cells deflate overflowed bins. In the

literature [30], throughout the iterations of the algorithm, the legalization problem is dynamically

formulated in order to encompass an additional constraint in the form of a history file, keeping track

of the cell movements that are highly probable to cause illegal instances.

In the literature [31], a mechanism for legalization utilizing k-d tree data structures is proposed.

A modified k-d tree construction algorithm is applied, which leads to the formulation of data

independent (and thus algorithmic agnostic) partitions. Subsequently, the overall legalization

procedure can be accelerated, because of the reduced problem size and the parallel execution of any

legalization algorithm in each of the partitions. Recent advancements in the design and implementation

of standard cells were depicted in the development of an open source cell library, which contains

several versions of different routing tracks [32] and an effective through silicon via (TSV) planning

and repair framework [33]. These provide additional insight into the posing challenges of performing

routing-aware placement in 3D ICs by modifying existing 2D algorithms. Effective variations of the

established routing algorithms, such as the maze router, can be found in the literature [34]. Finally, the

authors of [35] and [36] describe design techniques that can be extended to post-placement designs,

and ensure their robustness to PVT (process voltage temperature) variations.

Overall, although much work exists with problem statements that do not contain obstacles, few

of the aforementioned works deal with obstacles. Furthermore, time performance is typically not in

the cornerstone of the proposed schemes. Its importance, however, can not be diminished, as practical

problem instances can easily scale to the order of hundrends of millions of cells. Such complexity

can only be tackled through efficient parallelism. As Abacus was shown in the relevant literature

to achieve a very good performance at the expense of high computational time for the case where

no obstacles exist, we based the contributions of this paper on proposing a parallelization approach

together with the extensions necessary to handle obstacles. We term the resulting algorithm poAbacus

(parallel obstacle-aware Abacus). For comparison reasons, we also present poTetris, which follows a

similar design logic, but is based on the Tetris algorithm.

3. Obstacle-Aware Parallel Legalization Algorithms

In this section, we illustrate poAbacus and poTetris. Pseudocode 1 describes the basic Abacus

algorithm that operates without considering obstacles. The cells are first ordered according to the

x-coordinate (increasing fashion) (line 1). The algorithm then places the cells in an iterative manner,

starting with the one of the minimum x-coordinate value (lines 2–13). In doing so, the best position

at each candidate row is calculated (lines 3–11), and the best overall position (displacement wise,

Manhattan distance) is selected among all of the possible candidates (line 9). The previous steps

described for Abacus also hold true for Tetris. However, the algorithms differ in the manner they

treat the case where an overlap might occur with a previously placed cell. Tetris simply places the

overlapping cell at the first leftmost eligible position. On the other hand, Abacus calls for a function

presented in Pseudocode 2. The function merges the overlapping cells into a cell cluster (line 10). It then

computes the best cluster position (line 11). Obviously, the process might involve moving the already

placed cells, thus, increasing their relevant (previously optimal) displacement. Thus, in order to identify

the best possible total displacement change (in the whole cell cluster), the algorithm formulates the

problem in a quadratic optimization fashion, and solves it using a dynamic programming method. This

is done by the collapseClusters function (line 11), the details of which are described in the literature [2].
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Pseudocode 1: Abacus algorithm

input: circuit cells C, circuit rows R

output: C cells aligned in R rows without overlaps

1 sort C based on x-coordinate

2 foreach cell ci ∈ C do

3 bestCost := INF

4 bestRow := −1

5 foreach row rj ∈ R do

6 cost := insertCell
(

ci, rj, TRIAL
)

7 if cost < bestCost then

8 bestCost := cost

9 bestRow := rj

10 end if

11 end for

12 insertCell(ci, bestRow, NOTRIAL)

13 end for

Pseudocode 2: Function insertCell()

input: cell ci, row rj, mode

output: Manhattan distance of ci’s displacement

1 oldPlacement: = existing placement before Ci is inserted

2 if area(ci) + occupiedArea
(

rj

)

> area(rj) then

3 cost: = INF

4 end if

5 vertically align ci into rj //x-coordinate does not change

6 if ci does not overlap with any cluster clu then

7 create new cluster clnew containing ci

8 cost: = displacement of ci

9 else

10 add ci into clu with which it overlaps

12 cost: = collapseClusters(clu)

12 end if

13 if mode = TRIAL then

14 restore oldPlacement

15 end if

16 return cost

Both Tetris and Abacus are extended to account for obstacles in the following manner. We consider

that each obstacle effectively splits all of the intersecting rows into sub-rows (before and after obstacle

boundaries). Consider, for instance, the example of Figure 1, which shows an example placement

scenario whereby the chip area is split into six standard rows; nine obstacles exist shown as grey areas;

and the final position of nine cells A, B, . . . , and I must be defined. poTetris and poAbacus will operate

by considering the induced sub-rows, whereby the initial rows are split because of the presence of the

obstacles. In the example, three sub-rows exist in rows 1 and 5, while each of the rows 2, 3, 4, and 6 are

split into two sub-rows. The total sub-rows induced by the obstaces in the example is 14, and they

consist candidates for cell placement.
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Figure 1. Example global placement

Continuing the example of Figure 1, in Figure 2a, the final placement achieved by poTetris is

shown, and in Figure 2b, the one by poAbacus is shown. As it can be observed, the two algorithms

lead to almost completely different results, with a closer look revealing that poAbacus results in a

much smaller displacement compared with poTetris. To better understand why, consider, for instance,

the case of E and G’s placement. In poTetris, these cells will be placed on different rows to the one

they overlap most (row four). In poAbacus, on the other hand, after E is first placed at row four, G’s

placement will result in forming a cluster with E and G. The algorithm then identifies the best position

of the cluster as a whole.

 

  

(a) poTetris placement (b) poAbacus placement 

Figure 2. Obstacle-aware placement examples

Depending on the number of obstacles and their height, the number of candidate positions both

algorithms should check might drastically increase as multiple sub-rows are introduced. This might

further hinder the algorithmic performance time wise, with the effects being more prominent in the case

of poAbacus. For this reason, we tackle algorithmic parallelization not from the rather straightforward

standpoint of spawning multiple threads to calculate each sub-row cell candidate position, but from

the perspective of reducing the effective search space that is used for each cell placement decision.

In Pseudocode 3, the proposed poAbacus is described. The algorithm is based on splitting the chip

area into independent tile partitions (lines 2–14), and restricting the search space for each cell to the

sub-rows contained in the tile it belongs to (line 18). On top, the cells of each tile are assigned to a

separate thread in order to further the time gains with parallelization (line 15).
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Pseudocode 3: poAbacus algorithm

input: circuit cells C, circuit rows R, number of horizontal partitions N, number of vertical partitions M

output: C cells aligned in R rows without overlaps

1 Crem := ∅ //stores the leftover cells

2 b = |R|/N

3
split chip area into N-1 horizontal partitions of b rows each //the Nth partition will have the

//remaining rows: |R| − (N − 1)b

4 foreach horizontal partition h do

5 avgFreeSpace: = (area(h) − obstacleArea(h))/M

6 xoffset: = chipAreaWidth/s //s is a tunable parameter

7 for v: = 1 to M-1 do

8 setTileBoundary(Thv, getTileBoundary(Th(v−1))+xoffset) // getTileBoundary(Th0) = 0

9 while freeArea(Thv) < avgFreeSpace do

10 setTileBoundary(Thv, getTileBoundary(Thv)+xoffset)

11 end while

12 end for

13 setTileBoundary(ThM, chipAreaWidth)

14 end for

15 par-foreach Thv do //each tile is assigned to a different thread

16 Chv: = {all cells contained in Thv}

17 Rhv: = {all sub-rows contained in Thv}

18 Abacus (Chv, Rhv)

19 foreach (ci, rj) : ci ∈ Chv ∧ rj ∈ Rhv ∧ ciis placed atrj do

20 if ci exceeds rj then

21 down(mutex)

22 Crem∪ = {ci}

23 up(mutex)

24 end if

25 end for

26 end par-for

27 barrier

28 if Crem 6= ∅ then

29 Abacus(Crem, Rsub) //Rsub is the set of subrows existing in the whole chip area

30 end if

In order to achieve tile independence (necessary for efficient parallelization), it is imperative that

the cells of a tile must be placed within the tile, and not be allowed to overlap with neighboring tiles.

Thus, it is possible that some cells can be left unplaced, as no suitable position might exist within their

assigned tile (lines 20–24). Both in poTetris and poAbacus, after all of the tile threads terminate (line 27),

any remaining cells are placed during a second phase, without considering tile boundary restrictions

(line 29). This necessary second step might be a source of performance degradation, as most likely,

the remaining cells will be placed in distant positions. In order to minimize the negative effects, the

tile splitting process must aim at distributing the obstacle area judiciously among the tiles. This is

achieved by first creating an N × M partition into roughly equally sized horizontal zones (line 2–3),

and subsequently defining the vertical tile boundaries (lines 4–14). For this reason, the average free

space per tile is calculated (line 5), and the x-axis is split into s candidate cutting points (line 6). In the

experiments, s = 1,000. The candidate cutting points are scanned each time, defining tile vertical

boundaries so that the free space per tile is close to the expected average (lines 7–14). The last tile

within a horizontal zone is defined by the right chip area boundary (line 13).

Figure 3 continues the example of Figure 1, with two different partitioning scenarios for poTetris

and poAbacus, respectively. It also points out the different impact that horizontal and vertical cuts

have on algorithms’ performance. In Figure 3a, cells A, B, C, and D belong to the left tile, while the rest
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belong to the right. The introduction of a vertical cut forces poTetris to place E at its optimal position,

whereas without it, the candidate position at the 4th row would have been just after the obstacle of the

4th row (for a larger displacement). In Figure 3b, the cells are also divided into two disjoint sets based

on where their left-down x-coordinate belongs. Notice, that the final placement achieved by poAbacus

is identical to the one of Figure 2b. However, the complexity of the individual cell placement decisions

is almost halved, as seven sub-rows must be evaluated (the ones belonging to the relevant tile) instead

of the 14 that exist in the total chip area.

 

(a) poTetris placement (1 x 2 partition) (b) poAbacus placement (2 x 1 partition) 

Figure 3. Obstacle-aware placement with tiles

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Setup

Experiments were carried out using the ibm01-13 benchmark circuits provided by the authors

of [37]. As these circuits have no obstacles, random obstacles were introduced so that they cumulatively

cover a specific percentage of the free space (calculated by subtracting the total area of cells from the

chip area). It should be noted that the introduction of the random obstacles rather accounts for the

worst case algorithmic wise, notably for poAbacus. This is due to the fact that in real life designs,

obstacles are independent rectangular areas with some spacing in between them. On the other hand,

random obstacles may lead to non-rectangularly shaped continuous obstacle areas, which make tile

partitioning harder. Different scenarios concerning free space were evaluated per circuit. For each

scenario, 10 runs were conducted and the results were averaged. Performance evaluation was done

across the following three metrics: net wirelength, displacement, and running time. Displacement was

measured as the Manhattan distance between the starting and end cell position. Net wirelength was

measured using the half perimeter wirelength (HPWL) of the minimum bounding rectangle, which

contains all of the cells of a net. NTUplace3 [10] was used as a global placer to obtain the starting

cell positions. These positions formed the input upon which the proposed legalization methods were

evaluated. Multithreaded parallelism was implemented using OpenMP. Experiments were conducted

on a Linux server with two Intel Xeon E5-2630 processors (2.3 GHz) using hyper threading (12 physical

cores total).

4.2. Standalone Tetris and Abacus Evaluation

In a first experiment, we evaluated the performance of the standalone Tetris and Abacus. Figure 4

shows the resulting performance on the three metrics, for the case where 10% of the free space exists.

It can be clearly seen that Abacus outperforms Tetris by even an order of magnitude (in certain cases) in

both HPWL and displacement terms. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 4c, Abacus’ performance
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comes at the cost of a particularly higher running time, by three orders of magnitude in most cases.

These first results undoubtedly illustrate the necessity of introducing faster approaches compared to

the baseline Abacus algorithm.

 

  

(a) HPWL performance (b) Displacement performance 

 
Figure 4. Performance comparison standalone Tetris and Abacus. HPWL—half perimeter wirelength.

4.3. Evaluation of poTetris and poAbacus

Next, we proceeded with evaluating the performance of poTetris and poAbacus. Figure 5 compiles

the relevant performance degradation in HPWL and the displacement terms of poTetris and poAbacus

as a percentage of the related Tetris and Abacus performance. Specifically, for poTetris, the degradation

percentage is given by 100((perf (poTetris)-perf (Tetris)/perf (Tetris)), and similarly for poAbacus. Each

point in the plots depict the average percentage results for the 13 benchmark circuits, assuming 20%

free space. Figure 5 plots the performance of the algorithms for four different tile partitioning cases

and five different number of cuts.

As it can be inferred by Figure 5a,c, poTetris outperforms Tetris in both HPWL and displacement

terms (negative degradation means an improvement). In particular, the gains in displacement terms

reach 80% when N vertical cuts are introduced. By comparison, the effects of the vertical partitioning

appear to be the opposite in poAbacus, whereby introducing more horizontal cuts (N × 1 and N × 2

plots) apparently leads to z better solution quality compared with the other options. In fact, Figure 5d

depicts a substantial improvement in the displacement terms, which can reach more than 20%. These

results can be explained for the case of poTetris, as vertical cuts reduce the allowable displacement

in the x-axis. On the other hand, poAbacus defines the optimal cluster position within each sub-row.

Therefore, restricting the allowable cluster movements along the x-axis (as vertical cuts do) will likely

hinder performance, whereas restricting the y-axis will not do so and might in fact prove beneficial in

certain scenarios.

Figure 6 illustrates the time improvement of poTetris and poAbacus over their simple counterparts.

Both algorithms achieve a reduced running time, with results for poAbacus being particularly

impressive, demonstrating a reduction in running time that reaches 95%.
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(a) poTetris, HPWL performance (b) poAbacus, HPWL performance 

  

(c) poTetris, displacement performance 

(d) poAbacus, displacement 

performance 

  

Figure 5. Solution quality performance comparison for different partitioning alternatives.

 

 

 
(a) poTetris, time performance (b) poAbacus, time performance 

Figure 6. Time comparison for different partition alternatives.

Next, we evaluate the solution quality of the algorithms for different free space percentages.

Figure 7 shows the results. poTetris achieves an improved performance over Tetris, with the gains in the

displacement being constantly around 80%. In poAbacus, the displacement gains vary between ±20%,

depending on the particular case considered, while HPWL remains unaffected in the 12 × 1 case.

Having established that in terms of solution quality, poAbacus has a comparable performance to

Abacus and might even exhibit improvement, depending on the evaluation scenario, we proceed by

plotting the speedup trends (time(Abacus)/time(poAbacus)) for the N × 1 partitioning as the number

of threads increases. Results presented in Figure 8 demonstrate an impressive superlinear behavior,

whereby the achievable speedup with 12 threads reaches 66. This is a strong testament on the merits of

our approach, which combines multithreaded parallelism with search space pruning.
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case. 

 
(a) HPWL performance (b) Displacement performance 

Figure 7. Solution quality performance comparison for different free space percentages.

 

  

Figure 8. Speedup of poAbacus over Abacus.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we tackled the problem of improving the performance of a state-of-the-art legalizer,

and of a fast and greedy one in the presence of obstacles. This improvement was achieved by inducing

a judicious tile partitioning of the chip area, which takes into consideration obstacles and allows for

both reducing the search space and for the split of computations into independent tasks that can be

trivially parallelized. The results are particularly encouraging, demonstrating an improvement in

all aspects of HPWL, displacement, and time for Tetris. They also demonstrate that the proposed

poAbacus scheme can achieve an impressive superlinear speedup over its simple counterpart without

negatively affecting HPWL and displacement, if horizontally defined tiles are used.
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